Introduction
A smooth variety X over the field of complex numbers C is called Fano if its anticanonical divisor −K X is ample. Stability (in the sense of Mumford and Takemoto) with respect to −K X of the tangent bundle T X can be considered as an algebraic analogue to the existence of a Kähler-Einstein metric on X, since the result of Kobayashi [Ko] and Lübke [Lü] shows that the existence of a Kähler-Einstein metric implies the stability of the tangent bundle. But the converse is not true, e.g. P 2 blown up in two points has stable tangent bundle, which do not admit a Kähler-Einstein metric, cf. [Ma] . By Tian's solution of Calabi's conjecture for Del-Pezzo surfaces [Ti] and by [Fa] we have a complete picture in dimension 2: If X is a Del-Pezzo surface, then X has stable tangent bundle T X , unless X is isomorphic to P 1 × P 1 , or P 2 blown-up in a point. In both cases the relative tangent bundle T X/P 1 of a canonical projection to P 1 is a destabilising subsheaf of T X . If the dimension of X is ≥ 3, then the existence of a Kähler-Einstein metric remains an open question.
In this article, our main results are as follows:
Theorem 1 Let X be a Fano 3-fold with b 2 ≥ 2. Assume that the tangent bundle T X of X is not stable. Then the relative tangent sheaf T X/Y of a contraction f : X −→ Y of an extremal face on X is a destabilising subsheaf of T X . For a detailed description of the deformation classes whose members have semistable or unstable tangent bundle see theorem 3.1 below.
Theorem 2 From the 87 deformation classes of Fano 3-folds with
b 2 ≥ 2, cf. [M-M 1, M-M 2]
Preliminaries
A smooth connected variety X over the field of complex numbers C is called simply a manifold. All manifolds are assumed to be projective, unless otherwise stated. K X denotes the canonical divisor of a normal variety X.
Assume X smooth and set n = dim X. Let H be an ample line bundle on X. If F is a torsion free coherent sheaf on X we define µ(F) to be c 1 (F).H n−1 /rk(F). We call F semistable (resp. stable) if for all proper subsheaves
Let X be a normal variety of dimension n. We use the following notation:
= the closure of the convex cone generated by effective 1-cycles in N 1 (X).
Here the symbol ≡ means numerical equivalence and the symbol ∼ will denoted linear equivalence.
If C is an extremal curve on X, then the set R = R + [C] is called an extremal ray on X.
2) Let H be a nef Cartier divisor on X. The set 
Here Remark 2.1 Let X be a Fano manifold of dimension n. By a criterion for stability [Ho] , the tangent bundle T X of X is stable with respect to (−K X ), if one of the following equivalent conditions is fulfilled:
Stability is granted when all conditions (
From now on assume that b 2 (X) = 1. Let L be the ample generator of P ic(X) ≃ Z. Then we have that −K X = rL with 1 ≤ r ≤ n + 1, where the integer r is called the index of X. By the Kobayashi-Ochiai characterisation of projective space and hyperquadrics [Ko Oc] , we have:
Remark 2.3 Let X be a Fano manifold with b 2 = 1 and L the ample generator of P ic(X). Then we have:
In particular the condition (A 1 ) is fulfilled in any case. 3. If the index r of X is ≤ n, then the condition (A n−1 ) is fulfilled.
But this is a consequence of [Wa, Theorem 1] , because the index of X is different from n + 1. 3 Fano 3-folds with b 2 ≥ 2
The proof of theorem 1 and theorem 2 is a by-product of the proof of the following: ii) The members of the deformation classes in the following list have unstable tangent bundle.
(1) V 7 , that is, the 
Proof.
Instead of presenting here the long proof of theorem 3.1, we will treat some special cases and examples. For the proof of theorem 3.1, we will refer the reader to [St] . The plan of the proof is as follows:
Step 2. Direct check of stability for the list of families with b 2 = 2.
Step 3. Reduction of the cases with b 2 ≥ 3 to those studied at Step 2, or to lower dimensional vanishing statements.
2
Products of Fano manifolds
Let Y 1 , Y 2 be two Fano manifolds of dimension n 1 and n 2 respectively. Then X = Y 1 × Y 2 is a Fano manifold of dimension n = n 1 + n 2 . By an easy computation, one gets µ(
It is a well known fact that a vector bundle E 1 ⊕ E 2 is semistable if and only if E 1 and E 2 are semistable vector bundles with µ(E 1 ) = µ(E 2 ). Thus, we have proved: Example 3.4 Let X be the blow-up of P 3 (L) with center two exceptional lines of the blow-up P 3 (L) → P 3 . Here P 3 (L) is the blow-up of P 3 with center a line L. We will show that X has unstable tangent bundle. Consider the following diagram (1)), the map f 1,1,2 is the blow-up of P 3 in a point p 1 ∈ L and f 1,1,1 is the canonical projection V 7 → P 2 .
•
is the blow-up of V 7 with center the strict transform of L in the blow-up of
Let 1) and D f 1,1 , D f 1 the pull-backs of the exceptional divisors of the blow-ups f 1,1 resp. f 1 on X. Then we have
Before we go to the next example we shall collect some auxiliary lemmas.
Lemma 3.5 Let S be a smooth projective surface, f : X −→ S a conic bundle and ∆ ⊂ S the discriminant locus. Then we have an exact sequence
and
S , where Γ is a closed Cohen-Macaulay subscheme of X of pure dimension 1 with f (Γ) = ∆. The restriction f | Γ\f −1 (∆ sing ) : Γ \ f −1 (∆ sing ) −→ ∆ reg is an isomorphism and Γ ∩ X s = (X s ) red for all s ∈ ∆ sing .
Proof.
f * Ω 1 S −→ Ω 1 X drops rank in codimension 2, whence the first three assertions follow from the theory of the Eagon-Northcott complex [E N]. It is also clear that f (Γ) = ∆.
S can be covered by affine open sets U α such that f −1 (U α ) is isomorphic over U α to the closed subsheme of U α × P 2 given by a quadratic equation:
Using the diagram
is the closed subscheme of U α × P 2 given by the equations:
(in fact, the three equations are enough by Euler's identity). Now the last 2 assertions are clear. 2
Proof. Straightforward and left to the reader. 2
Example 3.7 Let X be the blow-up of P 3 with center a union of a cubic C in a plane S and a point p not in S. We will prove that X has stable tangent bundle. For this we make use of the following diagram
Define ζ : V 7 = P(O P 2 ⊕ O P 2 (1)) → P 3 to be the blow-up of P 3 in p and denote again by C ⊂ V 7 the proper transform of C ⊂ S ⊂ P 3 . Define also f 2 to by the elementary transformation of f 1 along C, and W 4 to be the cone over the Veronese surface in P 5 and γ the blow-up of the vertex.
Let
Then it follows that we have
Since f 2 : X −→ P(O ⊕ O (2)) is the elementary transformation of f 1 : X −→ P(O ⊕ O (1)) the blow-up of P(O ⊕ O (1)) with center a smooth subsection C over P 2 , we have an isomorphism
. By this isomorphism, the curve
Using lemma 3.6, it follows that a 2 + a 3 ≤ 0, if 9a 1 + 13a 2 + 19a 3 > 5 = µ(T X/P 2 ). Let L ⊂ g * T P 2 be a line bundle with maximal µ(L). Using
Hence µ(L) = 9a 1 + 13a 2 + 19a 3 = 9(a 1 + a 2 + 2a 3 ) + (a 2 + a 3 ) + 3a 2 ≤ 9. Now let L ⊂ Ω 1 X . By lemma 3.5 we have an exact sequence:
⇒ a 2 + a 3 ≤ 0 and a 1 + a 2 + 3a 3 ≤ −2;
⇒ a 2 + a 3 ≤ 0 and a 1 + 3a 2 + 2a 3 ≤ −2.
If L ⊂ g * Ω 1 P 2 has maximal µ(L), then we have:
⇒ a 2 ≤ 0 and a 1 + a 2 + 2a 3 ≤ −2.
(2) I C ′′ ⊗ ω X/P 2 ⊗ L −1 ⊂ O X ((3 − a 1 )H 1 + (−1 − a 2 )H 2 + (−1 − a 3 )H 3 ) ⇒ (α • f 1 ) * : a 2 + a 3 ≤ −2 and a 1 + a 2 + 3a 3 ≤ −1; (β • f 2 ) * : a 2 + a 3 ≤ −2 and a 1 + 4a 2 + 2a 3 ≤ −2.
If 0 = H 0 (X, I C ′′ ⊗ O X ((3 − a 1 )H 1 + (−1 − a 2 )H 2 + (−1 − a 3 )H 3 )), then ω X/P 2 ⊗ L −1 has a global section vanishing on C ′′ . It follows that ω X/P 2 ⊗ L −1 |D f 2 has a global section vanishing on C ′′ . Therefore
), implies that a 2 ≤ −2 and a 1 + a 2 + 2a 3 ≤ −1.
Hence µ(L) = 9a 1 + 13a 2 + 19a 3 = 9(a 1 + a 2 + 2a 3 ) + (a 2 + a 3 ) + 3a 2 ≤ −17. 2
